5th GRADE LEARNING SCHEDULE FOR
Monday 1/3/2022

8:10-8:25am - ATTENDANCE on ViewBoard
  - DUE no later than 8:25am EVERY MORNING!!!

8:10-8:35am DOL - Complete the Daily Oral Language "Week 14 ~ Monday"
  - Must be completed by 8:35am before going to Fitness

8:30am - Prayer & Pledge
8:35 - 9:05am - FITNESS

9:05-9:25am SPELLING - UNIT 8 - “Ending “ɘl” sounds” (Sounds like "ul")
  - (HW) Unit 8 "Spelling & Thinking" p. 64 - DUE TOMORROW
  - (HW) Spelling Unit 8 Pre-Test TOMORROW!

9:25-9:55am WRITER’S WS: "One Word New Year’s Resolutions"
  - What is a resolution?
  - Picking just ONE word as a New Year’s Resolution
  - How will my one word AFFECT me?
    - At home? At School? Personally?
  - "Things I WANT in the year 2022…"  
  - "Explain WHY I chose my word for 2022, and WHY is it meaningful to you?"

9:55-10:10am RECESS
10:10-10:15ish “Washing Hands” outside 1st grade classroom

10:15-10:20am SNACK

10:20 - 11:20am CHAPTER 5 "ADD & SUBTRACT DECIMALS"
  - (Warm-up) "Am I Ready?" p. 297
  - (Notes) Begin 5.1 "Round Decimals" p. 303-306
  - (HW) 5.1 p. 307-308 #1-12 ALL - DUE TOMORROW

11:20-12:05pm RELIGION - "Moses Leads God’s People"

12:05 - 12:30pm RECESS
12:30-12:35ish “Washing Hands” outside 1st grade classroom
12:35 - 1:00pm LUNCH

1:00-1:45pm SCIENCE: UNIT: STRUCTURE AND PROPERTIES OF MATTER
  - WEEK 9: "Fixing Potholes and Bridges"
    - All those bumps and holes!
    - Why do bridges collapse under pressure?

1:45-1:55pm PLANNERS, PACK-UP, & SANITIZE

1:55pm - Warning Bell to be outside
2:00pm - Dismissal (Outside and ready to be picked up) 😊

OTHER HOMEWORK:
  - (HW) READING LOG - Read for 20 minutes. Then, write a 4-5 sentence, well written summary or an "important part" about what you read. ---- Turn in tomorrow ---- We begin a new reading novel TOMORROW!